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The Mirror in the Mirror
Edited by Jim Hinks


Short Stories by fifteen of the best emerging writers
in the UK.



Next in the highly-acclaimed, sell-out series of
anthologies, and follow-up to Brace, the benchmark
anthology of new short story writing.



Features the cream of the UK’s MA Creative Writing
courses as well as newcomers on the cusp of their
first book deal.



Contributors from across the country ensuring local
interest. Universities include: Manchester, Norwich
(UEA), Nottingham, Leeds, Glasgow, London,
Sheffield, Kent, and Birmingham.



A ‘must-read’ for all creative writing students and
aspiring short story writers – every campus-based
bookshop and university library will consider
buying.



The first three books of the series all sold out within
the first eighteen months of publication.

[provisional cover]
UK pub date:

March 2016

ISBN-13: 9781905583478
Format: Paperback,
198x128mm, 224pp
RRP: £9.99
BIC: FYB (Short Stories),
DQ (Anthologies)
You might also enjoy…

The latest in Comma’s acclaimed series of new author
showcases (Bracket, Parenthesis and Brace), About You
will continue Comma's commitment to championing the
work of new writers. Once again, this anthology will be
the first to publish literary ‘names’ of the future, and will
have the courage to publish edgy, daring work that other
publishers normally wouldn’t.
Praise for Parenthesis:
‘Reasserts and cherishes the short story form's ingrained
oddness, its unique kind of drama and its potential to
surprise.’
Independent on Sunday

You Have 24 Hours to Love Us
Guy Ware
9781905583263

‘This book is a true rarity.’
Aesthetica Magazine
‘Takes readers on nail-biting adventures... vital and
imaginative.’
Big Issue in the North
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